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Abstract

Data taken by DELPHI during the 1995 and 1996 LEP runs have been used to
search for the supersymmetric partners of electron, muon and tau leptons and of
top and bottom quarks. The observations are in agreement with standard model
predictions. Limits are set on sfermion masses. Searches for long lived scalar
leptons from low scale supersymmetry breaking models exclude stau masses
below 55 GeV/c2 at the 95% con�dence level, irrespective of the gravitino mass.
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1 Introduction

During the 1996 data taking period the LEP accelerator operated for the �rst time
at centre-of-mass energies above the WW production threshold. This increase in en-
ergy allowed new searches for scalar partners of leptons (sleptons) and quarks (squarks),
which are predicted by supersymmetric (SUSY) models and, in particular, the minimal
supersymmetric extension of the standard model (MSSM) [1]. Limits on the production
of these particles have already been published, based on data taken at 130 GeV and
above [2,3]. This paper reports on a search for these particles in data taken by DELPHI
at centre-of-mass energies of 161 and 172 GeV. In the calculation of limits, these results
have been combined with already published ones [2] at intermediate energies of 130|
136 GeV. For the search for scalar taus, the analysis of data taken at all these energies
is presented in this paper.

Assuming R-parity conservation1, the decay chain of sfermions will end with a stable
particle, the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP). Cosmological constraints suggest
that the LSP is neutral. Since this particle is expected to be undetectable by DELPHI, the
events will be characterised by missing momentum and energy. The lightest neutralino,
~�01, is commonly assumed to be the LSP but cases where the LSP is a light gravitino,
~G, will also be considered. Production cross-sections of sfermions depend on the mass
of supersymmetric particles and the MSSM parameters (the supersymmetry-conserving
mass parameter, �, the soft supersymmetry breaking term associated to the SU(2)L
group, M2, and the ratio of the vacuum expectation values of the two Higgs doublets,
tan �). In this study, the uni�cation condition M1 =

5
3
tan2 �WM2, where M1 is the soft

supersymmetry breaking parameter associated with the U(1)Y group, is assumed to be
valid.

The search for the supersymmetric partners of the top quark (often called stop) is
motivated by the prediction of a low mass due to the large top quark Yukawa coupling.
Furthermore a large mass di�erence between the two physical stop-states is possible,
resulting from mixing right- (~tR) and left-handed (~tL) components. The size of the mass
splitting is also related to the high mass of the top quark [4]. As a consequence, for

tan �
<� 10, the lighter of the two physical states (~t1) could be the lightest charged

supersymmetric particle. Within the MSSM, stop/anti-stop pairs could be produced
via the s-channel exchange of a Z0 or , resulting in events with two jets and missing
momentum. In this paper the decay of stop into c~�01 is investigated. Similar arguments

apply for sbottom. Due to the lower mass of the b quark, strong e�ects of ~bR-~bL mixing

are only expected for values of tan �
>� 10 when the decay into b~�01 is considered. The

topology of these events closely resembles that for stop decays. The search for squark
states is presented in section 4.

The production of sleptons can also proceed via e+e� annihilation into Z0/. For
smuons and selectrons, no signi�cant mixing of right- and left-handed states is expected
due to the small masses of electrons and muons. For selectrons, however, t-channel
diagrams involving a neutralino can contribute and generate ~eR~eL �nal states. Within
the MSSM, sleptons are pair-produced and may decay (1) to the corresponding lepton
and the lightest neutralino, or (2) to the corresponding neutrino and the lightest chargino,
or (3) to the lepton and the second lightest neutralino. In most of the parameter-space,

only (1) occurs. The decay mode (2) can be present if �
>� 110 GeV=c2 and the mass

of the lightest neutralino is below about 40 GeV=c2. At higher neutralino masses, the
chargino is too massive to be produced in the decay of a slepton with mass below about

1We do not consider R-Parity violating processes in this paper.
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65 GeV=c2. However, the (�,M2) combinations that yield such low neutralino masses at

�
>� 110 GeV=c2 have already been excluded by previous searches [5,6]. The decay mode

(3) can occur if � � �90 GeV=c2 and tan � is less than about 5. While this decay mode
is kinematically accessible in some cases, the MSSM predicts that its branching ratio is
too small to be observed in this experiment. Hence (2) and (3) have been neglected and
the slepton analysis has been designed to be sensitive to (1), where sleptons undergo a
two-body decay into a lepton and an undetected neutralino. This analysis is described
in section 5.

In addition to the \standard" search for scalar leptons, a search for long lived scalar
leptons has been performed using data collected at centre-of-mass energies of 130-136,
161 and 172 GeV. This was motivated by low scale supersymmetry breaking models such
as the gauge mediated SUSY breaking models [7{11], where the lightest supersymmetric
particle is the gravitino ( ~G), while the next to lightest supersymmetric particle (NLSP)
could be a right-handed slepton. This analysis is described in section 6.

2 Detector description

The DELPHI detector and its performance have been described in detail else-
where [12,13]; only those components relevant for the present analyses are discussed
here.

Charged particle tracks were reconstructed in the 1.2 T solenoidal magnetic �eld by
a system of cylindrical tracking chambers. These were the Microvertex Detector (VD),
the Inner Detector (ID), the Time Projection Chamber (TPC) and the Outer Detector
(OD). In addition, two planes of drift chambers aligned perpendicular to the beam axis
(Forward Chambers A and B) tracked particles in the forward and backward directions,
covering polar angles 11� < � < 33� and 147� < � < 169� with respect to the beam (z)
direction.

The VD consisted of three cylindrical layers of silicon detectors, at radii 6.3 cm, 9.0 cm
and 11.0 cm. All three layers measured coordinates in the xy plane, transverse to the
beam. The closest (6.3 cm) and the outer (11.0 cm) layers contained double-sided detec-
tors to also measure z coordinates. In 1996 the polar angle coverage of the VD was from
24� to 156� and detectors were added to the inner layer providing a further measurement
of the z coordinate. The ID was a cylindrical drift chamber (inner radius 12 cm and
outer radius 22 cm) covering polar angles between 15� and 165�. The TPC, the principal
tracking device of DELPHI, was a cylinder of 30 cm inner radius, 122 cm outer radius
and had a length of 2.7 m. Each end-plate was divided into 6 sectors, with 192 sense
wires used for the dE/dx measurement and 16 circular pad rows used for 3 dimensional
space-point reconstruction. The OD consisted of 5 layers of drift cells at radii between
192 cm and 208 cm, covering polar angles between 43� and 137�.

The average momentum resolution for the charged particles in hadronic �nal states
was in the range �p=p2 ' 0:001 to 0:01(GeV=c)�1, depending on which detectors were
used in the track �t [13].

The electromagnetic calorimeters were the High density Projection Chamber (HPC)
covering the barrel region of 40� < � < 140�, the Forward ElectroMagnetic Calorimeter
(FEMC) covering 11� < � < 36� and 144� < � < 169�, and the STIC, a Scintillator
TIle Calorimeter which extended coverage down to 1.66� from the beam axis in both
directions. The 40� taggers were a series of single layer scintillator-lead counters used
to veto electromagnetic particles that would otherwise have been missed in the region
between the HPC and FEMC. The e�ciency to register a photon with energy above
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5 GeV at polar angles between 20� and 160�, measured with the LEP1 data, was above
99% [14]. The hadron calorimeter (HCAL) covered 98% of the solid angle. Muons with
momenta above 2 GeV/c penetrated the HCAL and were recorded in a set of Muon Drift
Chambers.

3 Data samples, event generators and limits

Integrated luminosities of 5.9 pb�1, 9.6 pb�1, 0.7 pb�1 and 9.5 pb�1 were accumulated
at centre-of-mass energies of 130-136 GeV, 161 GeV, 170 GeV and 172 GeV respectively.

Simulated events were generated with several di�erent programs in order to evaluate
signal e�ciency and background contamination. All the models used JETSET 7.4 [15] for
quark fragmentation with parameters tuned to represent DELPHI data [16].

The program SUSYGEN [17] was used to generate slepton events and to calculate cross-
sections and branching ratios. It was veri�ed that the result obtained agreed with the
calculations of reference [18]. Stop and sbottom events were generated according to the
expected di�erential cross-sections, using the BASES and SPRING program packages [19].
Special care was taken in the modelling of the stop hadronisation [20].

The background processes e+e� ! q�q(n) and processes leading to four-fermion �nal
states, (Z0=)�(Z0=)�, W+�

W��

, We�e, and Z0e+e� were generated using PYTHIA [15].
The cut on the invariant mass of the virtual (Z0=)� in the (Z0=)�(Z0=)� process was
set at 2 GeV=c2, in order to determine the background from low mass f�f pairs. The
calculation of the four-fermion background was veri�ed using the program EXCALIBUR [21],
which consistently takes into account all amplitudes leading to a given four-fermion �nal
state. The version of EXCALIBUR used did not, however, include the transverse momentum
of initial state radiation. Two-photon interactions leading to hadronic �nal states were
simulated using TWOGAM [22] and BDKRC [23] for the Quark Parton Model contribution.
Leptonic �nal states with muons and taus were also modelled with BDKRC. BDK [23] was
used for �nal states with electrons only.

Generated signal and background events were passed through detailed detector re-
sponse simulation [13] and processed with the same reconstruction and analysis programs
as the real data. The number of background events simulated was mostly several times
larger than the number expected in the real data.

The likelihood ratio method described in [24] was used for the calculation of exclusion
zones, combining the results from di�erent centre-of-mass energies. It provides an optimal
combination for each mass taking into account the expected levels of background and
signal and the number of candidates. Expected exclusion zones were calculated using the
same algorithm, from simulated background-only experiments.

4 Scalar quark decay into neutralino and quark

Stop and sbottom have been searched for in the decay modes c~�01 and b~�
0
1, respectively.

In both cases the experimental signatures consist of events with two jets and missing
momentum taken by the two undetected ~�01. Consequently the analyses for the two
avours showed many similarities. Since event parameters such as visible energy depend
highly on the mass di�erence �M between squark and LSP, selection procedures were
optimised separately for the degenerate (�M � 10 GeV=c2) and non-degenerate (�M >
10 GeV=c2) cases. The main di�erences between stop and sbottom events arise from

the hadronisation, assumed to occur either before (~t) or after (~b) the decay of the scalar
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quark. These di�erences are visible in particular in the degenerate case. Consequently
di�erent initial selections were used at the preselection level for the stop and sbottom
analyses at low �M .

4.1 Selection of candidates

Events were preselected by a �lter of sequential cuts. The �lter selected hadronic events
and was aimed at rejecting the main sources of background in each of the domains: WW
and Z0 for the non degenerate case, and events from  processes for the degenerate
case. Reconstructed charged particles were required to have momentumabove 100 MeV=c
and impact parameters below 4 cm in the transverse plane and below 10 cm in the
longitudinal direction. Clusters in the calorimeters were interpreted as neutral particles
if they were not associated to charged particles and their energy exceeded 100 MeV. Jets
were reconstructed using the JADE [25] algorithm with ymin = 0:9 to force the events
into two jets. Decays of b-quarks were tagged using a probabilistic method based on
the impact parameters of tracks with respect to the main vertex [13]. The variable P+

E

used in this analysis was the probability for tracks with a positive impact parameter to
be compatible with the main vertex, the impact parameter sign being de�ned by the jet
direction.

All events were required to be well contained in the well-instrumented region by re-
quiring the cosine of the thrust direction to be in the range �0:9 to 0:9. Events caused
by synchrotron radiation and o�-momentum beam particles, characterised by tracks seen
only in the innermost detectors VD and ID, were rejected. The total energy in the electro-
magnetic calorimeters was required to be less than 50 GeV to reject events from Bhabha
scattering. The momentum of the leading charged particle had to be above 1 GeV=c. In
addition, at a centre-of-mass energy of 172 GeV, the total transverse energy in the event
had to exceed 5 GeV and the transverse energy of the charged particles in the highest
energy jet to exceed 1 GeV. These selections removed soft events from  processes.

For the degenerate case (�M � 10 GeV=c2), events had to contain at least 5 charged
particles for the stop and 7 for the sbottom selection. The total energy had to be in the
range 5 to 40 GeV, with a visible mass (in GeV=c2) exceeding 40% of this energy value.
A missing transverse momentum of at least 3 GeV=c (2 GeV=c) was required for the stop
(sbottom) selection. Events in the very forward and backward regions were rejected by
requiring the fraction of the visible energy in a 30� cone around the beam axis to be
below 0.2 and 0.15, respectively, for the two selections.

For �M > 10 GeV=c2, at least 6 charged particles and a total energy in the range 25
to 100 GeV were required. The missing transverse momentum had to exceed 5 GeV=c.
The missing momentum vector and the jet axes were required to be at more than 20� from
the beam axis. Finally, the momentum of the most isolated (in angle) charged particle
had to be below 20 GeV=c. Distributions of variables used in the initial selection are
shown in Fig. 1 together with the expectations from Standard Model (SM) processes.

The �nal selection was optimised using a discriminating linear function [26]. For
each squark, two functions were used per centre-of-mass energy, corresponding to the
two domains of �M . The functions were determined using training samples. Events
were selected as candidates if they passed the selection for either one of the two mass
domains. E�ciencies and backgrounds were then derived from statistically independent
simulation data sets. A summary of the observables and coe�cients used in constructing
the functions for

p
s = 161 GeV can be found in Table 1. Similar values were found
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stop sbottom

�M (GeV=c2) � 10 > 10 � 10 > 10

Charged multiplicity - - 0.20 -

Visible mass (GeV=c2) - -0.02 - 0.03

E (charged particles, in GeV) 0.20 0.02 - -

E (at > 30� from beam axis, in GeV) 7.26 1.92 - -

Missing transverse momentum (GeV=c) 0.23 - - 0.03

3rd Fox-Wolfram moment [27] 1.51 0.99 - -

acollinearity (degree) - -0.03 - -0.03

acoplanarity (degree) - 0.03 0.01 0.03

thrust - -4.25 - -

j cos(�thrust)j -1.21 - -1.54 -1.16

b-tagging probability (P+
E ) -0.66 - - -1.42

M (jet 1, in GeV=c2) - 0.06 - -0.04

p (jet 1, in GeV=c) -0.23 - - -

Charged multiplicity (jet 2) -0.09 - - -

M (jet 2, in GeV=c2) - -0.05 - -0.46

E (charged particles, jet 2, in GeV) - - - 0.03

cos(��jets) - 0.67 0.94 -

p (highest momentum charged particle, in GeV=c) -0.22 - - -

hEi (neutral particles, in GeV) -0.14 - - -

Table 1: Coe�cients of the discriminating functions optimised for two mass domains in the stop and sbottom

searches at
p
s = 161 GeV. Jets are numbered according to their energy, ��jets indicates the angle between the

two jets in the transverse plane.

stop data background simulation background compositionp
s = 161 GeV 0 1:07 � 0:23(stat) +0:29

�0:32(sys) 40% q�q(), 18% We�ep
s = 172 GeV 0 0:92 � 0:14(stat) +0:37

�0:20(sys) 26% ZZ, 22% q�q()

sbottom data background simulation background compositionp
s = 161 GeV 0 0:68 � 0:19(stat) +0:10

�0:13(sys) 63% q�q(), 18% ZZp
s = 172 GeV 0 0:80 � 0:12(stat) +0:18

�0:14(sys) 26% ZZ, 20% q�q()

Table 2: Number of events selected in data and in background simulation for both avours after combining

the two �M domains. The rightmost column lists the main sources of background. Note that most of the

backgrounds for stop and sbottom are common to both channels. The systematic error on the �nal background

values was evaluated from di�erences in the distributions in data and simulation, as explained in the text.

at
p
s = 172 GeV. The distributions of these functions for data, and the expected

distributions for background and a typical signal, are shown in Fig. 2.

Table 2 summarises the results of the selection on data and simulated background
samples. Note that most of the backgrounds for stop and sbottom are common to both
channels. As a result, a high correlation exists in the remaining background in the
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sbottom and stop analyses. After applying the discriminating functions, no candidate
event was selected in data.

For each energy and squark avour, e�ciencies have been evaluated using up to 35
simulated samples, each at a di�erent point in the (M~q,M~�0

1
) plane covering squark masses

between 40 and 80 GeV=c2 and neutralino masses between 0 and 75 GeV=c2. These
e�ciencies proved to be stable in the non-degenerate domain, and lower for smaller mass
di�erences, as shown in Fig. 3. Systematic e�ects on e�ciencies and backgrounds were
estimated by moving all relevant distributions in the simulation by the di�erence between
their mean values and the measured values found in the real data.

4.2 Exclusion limits in the (M~q,M~�0
1
) plane

Exclusion limits at 95% con�dence level in the (M~q,M~�01
) plane are shown in Fig. 4.

for several di�erent assumptions on the nature of the lighter of the two squark states.
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Figure 4: Excluded regions at 95% C.L. in the (M~q;M~�0
1

) plane for sbottom (a) and stop (b) squarks.

Combined limits from the runs above the Z0-resonance are shown for ~qL (�mix = 0), corresponding to the

maximal cross-section, and for the mixing angle which yields the minimal cross-section. The dotted curves

indicate the mean limit for ~qL expected from background-only experiments. The observed limits are within the

95% probability zones of the expected limits. Regions already excluded at LEP1 [28] and by D0 [29] are shaded

Since scalar mass uni�cation suggests lower masses and cross-sections for the partners
of right-handed fermions, an exclusion region for a pure ~bR is given (�mix = 1:57 rad),
conservatively assuming the left-handed component to be kinematically inaccessible: for
�M > 10 GeV=c2 a ~bR is excluded below 44 GeV=c2. Conservative stop limits have
been derived for the state with minimal cross-section (�mix = 0:98 rad), which corre-
sponds approximately to a decoupling from the Z0. For �M > 10 GeV=c2, the limit is
63 GeV=c2.

Limits have also been calculated for pure left-handed components (�mix = 0), corre-
sponding to the maximal cross-section. For mass di�erences �M to the LSP of more
than 10 GeV=c2, these limits are 72 GeV=c2 for stop and 73 GeV=c2 for sbottom.
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5 Scalar lepton decay into neutralino and lepton

A signal in these channels is expected to give acoplanar leptons with missing momen-
tum and energy. Here and elsewhere in this paper, `acoplanar' is taken to mean acoplanar
with the beam direction. Selections were applied both to simulated background and sig-
nal events and optimised to reduce the expected Standard Model background to about
1 event whilst keeping a reasonable e�ciency for the signal over a wide range of the
slepton-neutralino mass di�erence.

5.1 Selection of selectrons and smuons

The selection of selectrons maximized the acceptance for electrons in the forward and
backward regions of the detector. For events having less than ten charged particles, all
the tracks in the forward and backward regions (j cos(�)j > 0:77) which had an associ-
ated cluster in an electromagnetic calorimeter and had less than 10% of their associated
calorimetric energy recorded in the hadronic calorimeter were considered as electron can-
didates. The electromagnetic energy not associated to a track but in a 3� cone around the
track of the electron candidate was added to the electromagnetic energy of the candidate.
The momentum of the electron candidate was then rescaled to match the electromagnetic
energy.

After applying this procedure, events with exactly two well reconstructed, isolated
charged particles with momentumabove 1 GeV=c and below 75% of the beam momentum
were selected. There had to be no reconstructed clusters in the last 3 layers of the
hadronic calorimeter associated to either particle (this acts as an e�cient muon veto).
Their invariant mass had to lie between 4 GeV=c2 and 70 GeV=c2 and their acoplanarity
had to exceed 12�. If both particles were in the barrel region of the detector, at least
one of them had to be classi�ed as an electron using the standard DELPHI electron
identi�cation procedure [12] for j cos(�)j � 0:77. The total multiplicity of the event had
to be eight or smaller and the neutral energy less than 12 GeV. The missing energy of the
event had to exceed 55 GeV and the transverse momentum of the pair of particles had
to exceed 6 GeV=c. Events with an isolated signal in the taggers and missing momentum
pointing towards it were rejected.

The selection of smuons required exactly two well reconstructed, isolated, oppositely
charged particles with momenta above 1 GeV=c and polar angles in the range 20� <
�< 160�. At least one of the particles was required to be loosely identi�ed as a muon [13],
and no more than 40% of the centre-of-mass energy should be associated with either
particle. It was further required that the particle deposited less than 40% of its energy
in the electromagnetic calorimeter if the momentum of the most energetic particle was
between 33 and 47 GeV=c (40 and 60 GeV=c) for 161 (172) GeV data. This cut reduces
WW background. The total energy of particles in the forward and backward 30� cones had
to be less than 30% of the visible energy, and the polar angle of the missing momentum
had to lie between 20� and 160�.

In order to reject background from e+e� !q�q() events and two-photon interactions,
the total multiplicity of the event was required to be seven or smaller, the energy deposited
in the small angle calorimeter STIC had to be less than 12 GeV and there should be no
isolated neutral particle with energy larger than 10 GeV. The missing energy of the event
had to exceed 30% of the centre-of-mass energy. The transverse momentum of the pair of
particles was required to exceed 7 GeV=c. If the missing energy of the event was greater
than 80% of the centre-of-mass energy, this requirement was relaxed to 5.5 GeV=c and, in
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addition, the acoplanarity between the two selected tracks was required to be greater than
15�. If the missing energy of the event was less than 30% of the centre-of-mass energy, it
was accepted if the acoplanarity was greater than 40� and the transverse momentum was
greater then 25 GeV=c. The di�erent requirements for high (low) missing energy were
optimised for low (high) values of �M=M~�-M~�0

1
. Events with an isolated signal in the

taggers and with the missing momentum pointing towards it were rejected.
The selection e�ciency of the search for selectrons and smuons was evaluated using

fully simulated samples generated with SUSYGEN. The e�ciencies for a subset of the fully
simulated signal Monte Carlo used for selectrons are shown in Figure 5. Uncertainties
are typically in the range from 1:6 to 2:2%.
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Figure 5: E�ciencies for the selectron selection as a function of M~�0
1

, at centre-of-mass energies of 161 and

172 GeV. The curves correspond to di�erent values of M~e in units of GeV=c2.

The e�ciencies were then derived for the entire region of interest in 1 GeV=c2 by
1 GeV=c2 grids by interpolating the signal e�ciencies in (M~l,Me�01( space, evaluated using

generator level Monte-Carlo events.
Table 3 summarises the numbers of accepted events in the data for the di�erent se-

lections and the numbers of events expected from the di�erent background channels.

One candidate was found in the selectron channel. The event contains acoplanar
particles with energies of 2.2 GeV and 23 GeV, the invariant mass of the pair of particles
is 8.8 GeV=c2, and the angle between particle directions is 34� in the plane perpendicular
to the beam. The event is compatible with WW! ���� or a Compton scattering process
with a converted photon.

A candidate event was also found in the smuon channel. It consists of two well iden-
ti�ed muons of 35 GeV=c each and an invariant mass of 51 GeV=c2. The transverse
momentum of the muon pair is 19 GeV=c. The event is compatible with WW ! ����.

5.2 Selection of staus

To select events with a signature of two acoplanar taus with high missing energy,
well reconstructed charged and neutral particles were grouped together: neutrals were
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161 GeV 172 GeV 161 GeV 172 GeV

Channel ~e! e~�01 ~e! e~�01 ~�! �~�01 ~�! �~�01

Observed events 1 0 1 0

Total background 1:7+0:8
�0:3 2:0+0:7

�0:2 0:5+0:2
�0:1 1:5+0:2

�0:1

Z0= ! (��;ee; � � )(n) 0:4+0:3
�0:1 0:4+0:2

�0:1 0:1+0:1
�0:1 0:0+0:1

�0:0

4-fermion (except ) 1:1+0:7
�0:2 1:1+0:2

�0:1 0:4+0:1
�0:0 1:5+0:1

�0:0

 ! �+�� 0:1+0:2
�0:1 0:3+0:2

�0:1 0:0+0:1
�0:0 0:0+0:1

�0:0

 !ee; �� 0:1+0:2
�0:1 0:2+0:6

�0:1 0:0+0:1
�0:0 0:0+0:1

�0:0

Table 3: Selectron and smuon candidates, together with the total number of background events expected and

the contributions from the main background sources.

associated to the closest charged particle. Groups were merged together if their invariant
mass was below 5.5 GeV=c2; if more than one such merging was possible, the one with the
lowest mass was retained. This procedure was repeated until no more low-mass merged
groups could be constructed. Comparison between data and simulation shows very good
agreement, as can be seen in Figure 6.

Events with exactly two such groups were considered as stau candidates if:

� the acoplanarity of the two groups was between 4� and 170�,
� the calorimetric energy in a 30� cone around the beam-axis did not exceed 10 GeV,
� the total number of reconstructed tracks was 6 or less,
� the energy of the most energetic, isolated photon was below 25 (18) GeV for centre-
of-mass energies of 161 or 172 (130 or 136) GeV,

� the sum of the transverse momenta of all reconstructed charged particles was above
4 GeV=c,

� there were at least two charged particles with momentum above 1 GeV=c,
� the square of the transverse momentum with respect to the thrust axis was greater
than 0.30 (GeV=c)2, and

� the absolute value of the sum of the particle charges in the event was less than 2.

The events passing these selections were then sorted into four classes, according to
which background channel dominated:

� \Z= ! �+��" events had at least one particle with momentum above 60 GeV=c,
� \ " events had no particle with momentum above 10 GeV=c,

otherwise events were classi�ed by their acoplanarity:

� \Z= ! �+��" events had acoplanarity less than 15�,
� \WW" events had acoplanarity greater than or equal to 15�.

The \Z= ! �+��" class contains almost no signal events at the masses of interest for
this analysis, and was not considered further.

To reduce the background in the \ " class, the missing transverse momentum was
required to exceed the larger of 6 GeV=c or (14�0:2�acop) GeV=c, where the acoplanarity,
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Figure 6: A comparison of data and simulation in the stau analysis at 172 GeV centre-of-mass energy for all

events after pre-selection into two groups of particles: distributions of (a) missing momentum polar angle, (b)

transverse momentum squared of the particles with respect to the thrust axis, (c) acoplanarity and (d) missing

transverse momentum. The dots with error bars represent the data while the simulation is shown by the solid

line.

�acop, is measured in degrees. (The latter condition removes events that simultaneously
have low acoplanarity and transverse momentum.)

The background in the \Z= ! �+��" class was reduced by noting that such events
enter as candidates if an ISR photon was not detected, usually because it escaped down
the beam-pipe. Since the reconstructed jets in such processes tend to be rather close
in angle to the taus, the value of the available energy,

p
s0; can be calculated, assuming

that a photon has escaped in the direction of the beam. Only events with values of
p
s0

less than 6 GeV below the centre-of-mass energy and not in the interval 81 to 96 GeV
were retained. In addition, it was required that the missing momentum was at an angle
greater than 30� to the beam.

Finally, in the \WW" class, the background taus tend to have larger momenta than
those from the signal: while a W decaying into a tau and a neutrino is indistinguishable
from a stau decaying into a tau and a low-mass neutralino, the two Ws need not decay
into the same �nal state. Hence, demanding that the highest momentum particle in the
event have momentum less than 40 GeV=c left mainly those WW events where both Ws
decay into tau, and therefore reduced this background to acceptable levels for centre-of-
mass energies up to 161 GeV. At 172 GeV, this requirement had to be supplemented by
a harder cut on the momentum of the more energetic lepton in the event: it was required
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to be less than 35 GeV=c. This class of events also contains a sizeable background from
radiative return and  events with an ISR photon. To reduce contamination from these
sources, it was also required that the missing momentumwas at an angle of greater than
30� to the beam and, in the case where one electron was identi�ed, that it was not at an
angle of around 40� to the beam where the calorimetric coverage is incomplete.

These cuts selected two events, one at 130 GeV centre-of-mass energy, and one at
161 GeV. The candidate at 130 GeV consists of two well identi�ed electrons of 32 and
40 GeV=c each, with an invariant mass of 67 GeV=c2. The one at 161 GeV consists of
one loosely identi�ed muon of 22 GeV=c and a 15 GeV=c hadron track and is compatible
with a radiative return to the Z0 with subsequent decay into a pair of taus.

Table 4 summarises the number of accepted events in the data and the expectations
from the various background channels. Note that these backgrounds include those which
were found while searching for selectrons and smuons. This should be accounted for when
combining the three slepton channels.

130 GeV 136 GeV 161 GeV 172 GeV

Channel � ! � ~�01 � ! � ~�01 � ! � ~�01 � ! � ~�01

Observed events 1 0 1 0

Total Background 0:5+0:7
�0:3 0:5+0:4

�0:3 2:5+0:6
�0:3 2:5+0:7

�0:3

Z0= ! (��;ee; � � )(n) 0:3+0:2
�0:1 0:2+0:2

�0:1 1:0 � 0:2 0:5� 0:1

4-fermion (except ) 0:1 � 0:1 0:2� 0:1 0:9 � 0:2 1:9� 0:2

 ! �+�� 0:1+0:5
�0:0 0:1+0:2

�0:1 0:4+0:3
�0:1 0:1+0:2

�0:1

 ! ee; �� 0:0+0:3
�0:0 0:0+0:3

�0:0 0:2+0:5
�0:1 0:0+0:6

�0:0

Table 4: Stau candidates, together with the total number of background events expected and the contributions

from major background sources.

As the total number of events seen in the data was low compared to the expected
background, in particular at 172 GeV, the WW sample was studied in more detail.
Three di�erent event generators were used for this channel (EXCALIBUR, PYTHIA, and
PYTHIA with tau-polarization taken into account). The background-level evaluated was
compatible for all three samples. The candidate events for the process WW! l�l� found
in the DELPHI WW analysis were scrutinized. All were found to have been correctly
rejected, either because of topology (3 events), or because of the visible mass (5 events).

In order to determine the e�ciencies for the selection of staus, events were generated
according to the MSSM, using SUSYGEN. The events generated were fed into two de-
tector simulation programs, the full DELPHI simulation DELSIM, and a fast, simpli�ed
program. It was checked that the fast simulation results agree with the DELSIM results
within the statistical errors. The fast simulation was then used to scan the entire region of
interest in a 1 GeV=c2 by 1 GeV=c2 grid with 10000 events per point (72 million events).
The e�ciencies were found to be around 40 % in the entire plane (see Figure 7), except
at points where the di�erence between the stau and neutralino masses is small, where it
falls to low values. Uncertainties were typically 1%.
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Figure 7: E�ciencies for the stau selection as a function of M~�0
1

, at centre-of-mass energies of 130, 136, 161

and 172 GeV. The lines correspond to di�erent values ofM~� , which are indicated on the plots in units of GeV=c2.

5.3 Exclusion limits in the (M~l,M~�0
1
) plane

Exclusion limits for the production of selectrons and smuons were computed for eeReeR
and ~�R~�R production, because in the MSSM the right-handed sleptons are expected to
be lighter and to have lower production cross-sections than the corresponding left-handed
sleptons, thus leading to the most conservative limits.

In the case of eeReeR production, limits were calculated for the deep gaugino region (� =
�200 GeV=c2). Figure 8(a) shows the 95% con�dence level exclusion regions for tan � =
1:5 and tan � = 35, taking into account the candidate and the expected backgrounds
in the regions of M~e and M~�0

1
with which they were kinematically compatible. Using

these values for the MSSM parameters, a mass limit for eeR can be set at 73.7 GeV=c2

for tan� = 1:5, if the LSP mass is below 40 GeV=c2 and the selectron is heavier than
45 GeV=c2.

For production of ~�+R~�
�

R, Fig. 8(b) shows the excluded regions at 95% con�dence level
again assuming a kinematically inaccessible ~�L, as suggested by the running of scalar
mass terms in the MSSM. Here also, the candidate as well as the expected four-fermion
background events were included in the range of M~� and M~�01

with which they were

kinematically compatible. A mass limit of 58.6 GeV=c2 for ~�R could be set for an LSP
mass below 40 GeV=c2 and smuon mass above 45 GeV=c2.

The momentum of the visible particles produced by a stau decay follows a more com-
plex distribution than the at distribution present for selectron and smuon decays. In
particular, there is no lower limit on the visible momentum. Hence, all candidates found
both in the simulated background and in the experimental data must be considered as
candidates at all points in the (M~� , M~�01

) plane that have Pmax
seen < Pmax

theor(M~� ,M~�).
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Figure 8: 95% con�dence level exclusion regions for (a) selectrons (~eR) for � = �200 and tan � = 1:5 (solid

curve) and 35 (dotted curve), (b) smuons (~�R, solid curve) and (c) staus (the solid curve is for pure ~�R, the dotted

curve for the stau mixing angle yielding the lowest cross-section). (d) 95% CL mass limits for stau as a function

of the mixing angle, for LSP masses of 26 GeV=c2 (solid curve) and 0 GeV=c2 (dotted curve). In plots (a)-(c)

the additional thin curves indicate the mean limit expected from background-only experiments. The observed

limits are in the 95% probability zones for these expected limits.

Combining the e�ciency, the background-level and the number of candidates at each
point in the stau-neutralino mass plane yields the 95 % likelihood regions shown in
Fig. 8(c). The �gure shows the exclusion region for pure right stau and for the stau
mixing angle yielding the lowest cross-section. A limit of 55 GeV=c2 for the mass of
the pure right stau is found for neutralino masses below 35 GeV=c2 and stau masses
above 45 GeV=c2. Figure 8(d) shows the minimal allowed stau-mass as a function of the
mixing-angle for an LSP mass of zero and for the LSP mass giving the highest stau mass
limit.
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As the observed mass limit, albeit high, was found to be within the 95 % con�dence
band of the expected limit, it is concluded that the low number of observed events is
indeed a statistical uctuation.

6 Slepton decays in the light gravitino scenario

In addition to the search for \standard" scalar leptons described above, a search for
long lived scalar taus was performed. If the next to lightest supersymmetric particle is a
slepton (~l), its decay width to lepton and gravitino is given by the two-body equation [30]:

�(~l! l+ ~G) =
m5

~l

48�M2
pM

2
~G

(1)

where fermions have been considered massless and Mp is the Planck mass. The mean
decay length obtained from equation (1):

L = 1:76� 10�3 (E2
~l
=m2

~l
� 1)

1
2

�
m~l

100GeV

�
�5 �M~G

1 eV

�2
cm(2)

depends strongly on the slepton mass (m~l) and the gravitino mass (M~G). E~l is the energy
of the slepton.

A search has been made for ~l! l+~G decays within the detector volume, assuming that
the ~l (NLSP) is a right-handed ~� . The stau could be degenerate with other sleptons, which
would then contribute to this search, but this analysis considers the most conservative
hypothesis where they do not.

The signature of such an event will be a track with a kink or a decay vertex when
the ~� decays inside the tracking devices. If the decay length is too short (small M~G) to
allow the reconstruction of the ~� track, only the decay products of the � will be seen in
the detector, and the search will then be based on track impact parameters. However, if
the decay takes place outside the tracking devices (large M~G), the signature will be that
of a heavy charged particle already studied in DELPHI [31]. These searches have been
combined to investigate a larger range of ~G masses.

6.1 Selection of long lived particles

The analysis was based on the full data sample collected by DELPHI during 1995 and
1996. Detection e�ciencies were computed using 40000 simulated events generated at
centre-of-mass energies of 133, 161 and 172 GeV with the ~� mean decay length ranging
from 0.25 cm to 1000 cm and ~� masses from 45 GeV=c2 to 80 GeV=c2 and passed through
the full DELPHI detector simulation. Trigger e�ciencies were studied by simulating the
DELPHI trigger response to the events selected, and were found to be around 99%.

6.1.1 Search for secondary vertices

This analysis tried to exploit the peculiarity of the ~� ! � ~G topology, namely one
or two tracks coming from the interaction point and at least one of them with either a
secondary vertex or a kink. Reconstruction of secondary vertices is illustrated on Fig. 9,
which shows a decay vertex and the variables used in the analysis.
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Figure 9: Sketch of a decay vertex/kink in the plane perpendicular to the beam to illustrate its reconstruction.

The stau track (full line labelled ~�) and the track of the decay product of the tau (full line labelled �d) are

extrapolated (dashed lines) to their crossing point (Rcross). R~�
sp and R~�

end are the �rst and last measured points

of the ~� track. R
�d
sp is the �rst measured point on the track selected as the � decay product. All the distances

are measured from the beam spot (BS).

Rather loose general requirements were �rst imposed on the events in order to suppress
the low energy background:

� charged multiplicity between 2 and 10,
� visible energy above 10 GeV,
� sum of the transverse momenta with respect to the beam axis greater than 5 GeV=c,
� energy measured in the very forward calorimeters below 10 GeV,

leaving only about 4.7% of the whole data sample. The same conditions were applied at all
the centre-of-mass energies. No quality requirements were imposed on the reconstructed
tracks at this stage. Instead, the tracks were grouped into clusters according to their
�rst measured point (starting point). This cluster procedure has been described in [32].
Each cluster contained all the tracks with distances between starting points less than
2 cm. The cluster starting point was de�ned as the average of the starting points of its
tracks. The procedure allowed clusters with a single track if its momentum was larger
than 1.5 GeV=c. The event was rejected if more than 6 tracks were not grouped into
clusters or no cluster was found.

A cluster with only one track was considered as a ~� candidate track if:

� the distance of the �rst measured point to the beam spot in the plane transverse to
the beam axis (xy plane), Rsp

~� , was smaller than 10 cm,
� j cos �j < 0:8, where � is the polar angle of the track with respect to the beam axis,
� its momentum was greater than 2 GeV=c,
� its impact parameter along the beam axis and in the plane perpendicular to it were
less than 10 and 5 cm, respectively.

For each ~� candidate (single track cluster ful�lling the above conditions), a search was
made for a second cluster with starting point in the xy plane greater than R

sp
~� , and

an angular separation between the directions de�ned by the beam spot and the cluster
starting points smaller than 90� in the xy plane. This second cluster was assumed to be
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formed by the decay products of the � coming from the ~� ! � ~G process. Therefore, the
~� candidate and the � cluster had to de�ne a secondary vertex. If the � cluster included
more than one track, only the track with the highest momentum was used to search for
the decay vertex or kink (crossing point with the ~� track).

The tracks were parametrized with respect to their perigee [33] to calculate the point
of closest approach between the two tracks (the candidate ~� track and the selected track
from the � cluster candidate). The following conditions were required to de�ne a good
crossing point:

� the minimum distance between the tracks had to be below 1 mm in the xy plane,
� the crossing point, the end point of the stau track, and the start point of the tau
daughter were required to satisfy the following conditions:

�10 cm < (Rcross �R~�
end) < 25 cm

�25 cm < (Rcross �R�
sp) < 10 cm

where R~�
end, Rcross and R�

sp are the distance of the end point of the ~� track, the
crossing point of the tracks and the starting point of the � daughter track from the
beam spot in the xy plane.

Fake secondary vertices could be produced by particles interacting in the detector mate-
rial, or by radiated photons if the particle trajectory was reconstructed in two separate
track segments. To eliminate this kind of event, additional requirements were imposed:

� any hadronic interaction had to be outside a 5� cone around the kink direction to
reject hadronic interactions in the detector walls,

� if the � cluster had only one track, no neutral particle could be present in a 1� cone
around the direction de�ned by the di�erence between the ~� momentum and the
momentum of the � daughter, to reject photon radiation,

� if it had more tracks, the angle between the momenta of the tracks used to de�ne a
vertex, calculated at the crossing point, had to exceed 2� to reject segmented tracks.

If no pair of tracks was found to ful�l these conditions, the event was rejected.
The e�ciencies for di�erent mean decay lengths, ~� masses and centre-of-mass energies

were calculated by applying the above selections to the simulated signal samples. Fig-
ure 10 shows the e�ciencies ("2) obtained for a 60 GeV=c

2 ~� at a centre-of-mass energy of
172 GeV and for decay lengths from 0.25 to 1000 cm. The vertex reconstruction e�ciency
was sensitive to the decay length in the xy plane (R). Between 15 cm and 90 cm it was
�75% since the VD and the ID were needed to reconstruct the ~� track. It dropped to
zero for ~� s decaying near the outer edge of the TPC.

The selection e�ciency was about 94% inside the sensitive region, but it had to be
scaled by the fraction of ~� decays within this volume which, for a mean decay length
of 50 cm, was about 65%. The shape of the e�ciency distribution remained the same,
independent of the ~� mass and of the centre-of-mass energy; it simply scaled down near
the kinematic limit. The loss of e�ciency near the kinematic limit was due to the fact
that the ~� boost was smaller and the kink reconstruction less e�cient when the angles
between the ~� and the � products increased.
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Figure 10: E�ciency of the impact parameter search ("1), vertex search ("2), heavy lepton search ("3) [31]

and total e�ciency ("tot) for a ~� of 60 GeV=c2at a centre-of-mass energy of 172 GeV.

6.1.2 Impact parameter search

To investigate the region of low gravitino masses (short decay lengths) the previous
search was extended to the case of the ~� decaying between 0.25 cm and around 10 cm. In
this case the ~� track was not reconstructed in the ID and only the � decay products were
detected. The signature for this topology was two tracks with large impact parameters
and large acollinearities. Cosmic rays, badly reconstructed tracks or interactions in the
detector material could result in large impact parameters. However, the two tracks in a
cosmic event usually had impact parameters of the same order and opposite sign. The
acollinearity in events with badly reconstructed tracks or interactions was always small.

The impact parameter search was applied only to those events accepted by the general
cuts, described previously, but not selected by the secondary vertex analysis. The events
were accepted as candidates if:

� there were two single track clusters in the event (i.e. two tracks with momentum
larger than 1.5 GeV=c and a distance between starting points larger than 2 cm),

� the �rst measured point of at least one of the tracks was within 12 cm of the beam
axis,

� both tracks were reconstructed in the TPC to guarantee a good track reconstruction,
� at least one of the tracks had an impact parameter larger than 0.2 cm in the plane
transverse to the beam axis, to remove standard events,

� the ratio of the impact parameters of the two tracks was smaller than 1.5 and larger
than -0.5, to reject cosmic rays,

� the acollinearity between the two tracks was larger than 10�.

The e�ciencies were derived for the di�erent ~� masses, decay lengths and centre-of-
mass energies by applying the same selection to the simulated signal events. Figure 10
shows the e�ciency of the impact parameter search ("1) for a 60 GeV=c

2 ~� at a centre-of-
mass energy of 172 GeV. The maximum e�ciency was 33.5%, corresponding to a mean
decay length of 2 cm. It decreased very fast for lower decay lengths due to the cut on
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minimum impact parameter. For longer decay lengths the e�ciency decreased smoothly
due to the cut on the maximum number of tracks, because in this situation the ~� track
could be reconstructed. The losses of e�ciency for ~� masses near the kinematic limit and
due to initial state radiation were also considered.

An independent analysis aiming at even shorter ~� lifetimes was also performed. In that
case the background from standard model processes becomes larger. Tighter preselection
cuts were then adopted in order to allow a looser impact parameter cut. Comparable
results were obtained [34].

6.2 Exclusion limits in the (M~� ,M~G) plane

No events were found in the data. The total numbers of background events ex-
pected are shown in Table 5.

172 GeV 161 GeV 130-136 GeV

Channel: ~� ! � ~G ~� ! � ~G ~� ! � ~G

Observed events 0 0 0

Total background 0.44+0:19
�0:13 0.36+0:16

�0:10 0.04+0:64
�0:03

Z0= ! (�� )(n) 0.07+0:06
�0:04 0.14+0:07

�0:05 0.04+0:05
�0:03

Z0= ! (ee)(n) 0.17+0:14
�0:09 0.13+0:05

�0:04 0.00+0:21
�0:00

4-fermion (except ) 0.04+0:02
�0:02 0.00+0:02

�0:00 0.00+0:04
�0:00

 ! �+�� 0.16+0:12
�0:09 0.09+0:13

�0:08 0:00+0:60
�0:00

Table 5: The number of events observed, together with the total number of background events expected and

the numbers expected from the individual background sources.

The result of the above analyses was combined with that of the stable heavy lepton
search described in [31], which considered the ~� decays outside the tracking devices (R >
200 cm) and covered slepton masses from 45 GeV=c2 to the kinematic limit. Figure 10
shows the e�ciency of the stable heavy lepton search ("3) for a stau mass of 60 GeV=c2

at a centre-of-mass energy of 172 GeV as a function of the decay length. For large ~�
masses, e�ciencies around 70% were obtained. Also shown is the combined e�ciency of
the three analyses ("tot). As an event could be selected by the vertex search and by the
stable heavy lepton search, the correlation was taken into account.

Upper limits at 95% CL on the production of ~� were calculated for the di�erent centre-
of-mass energies. Upper limits around 0.6 pb were obtained forM~G > 8 eV=c2 at 172 GeV
and for M~G > 10 eV=c2 at 161 GeV centre-of-mass energy. Due to the lower luminosity
at 133 GeV, only an upper limit on the production cross-section of 1 pb was set for
M~G > 10 eV=c2.

Since no candidates were observed, the expected number of events was computed to
exclude m~� values as a function of M~G, combining the di�erent centre-of-mass energies
and all the analyses. The vertex search allows the exclusion, at 95% CL, of ~� masses
around 60 GeV=c2 in the range of intermediate gravitino masses (25 to 100 eV/c2). The
stable heavy lepton search covers the high gravitino mass region (over 100 eV/c2). The
impact parameter analysis covers the region of low gravitino masses.
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Combining these results with the results of section 5.2 from ~�R decays into � and
neutralino allow the exclusion of stau masses, at 95% CL, below 55 GeV=c2 irrespective
of the gravitino mass. The results are shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11: Exclusion region in the (M~� ,M~G) plane at 95% CL for the present analysis combined with the

stable heavy lepton search and the results of section 5.2. The region covered by the LEP I searches for stable

heavy leptons is also shown. The dotted lines show the exclusion regions from each search: (1) from the analysis

of section 5.2, (2) from the impact parameter search, (3) from the vertex search, and (4) from the stable heavy

lepton search. The dashed line indicates the mean limit expected from background-only experiments for the

combination of impact parameter and vertex searches.

7 Conclusions

In a data sample of 21 pb�1 collected by the DELPHI detector at centre-of-mass
energies of 161 and 172 GeV, searches were performed for events with acoplanar lepton
or jet pairs. The results were combined with those already obtained between 130 and
136 GeV and substantially extend the exclusion limits obtained at LEP1. All limits were
computed at the 95% con�dence level.

No candidate was found in the search for scalar partners of heavy quarks in the decay
modes ~t ! c~�01 and ~b ! b~�01, excluding pure ~tL (~bL) squarks below 72 (73) GeV=c2

respectively, for �M = M~q �M~�01
> 10 GeV=c2. In the same �M region, a stop at

minimal cross-section is excluded below 63 GeV=c2, whereas the limit for a pure ~bR is
found to be 44 GeV=c2.

One candidate was found in the selectron channel, compatible with the back-
ground expectation. For � = �200 GeV=c2 a mass limit for ~eR can be set at
73.7 GeV=c2 (73.5 GeV=c2) for tan � = 1:5 (35), if the LSP mass is below 40 GeV=c2. In
the search for smuon production one event was selected. For right-handed scalar muons
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a limit of 58.6 GeV=c2 is obtained if the LSP mass is below 40 GeV=c2. The search for
stau decays into tau and neutralino gave two candidates. A mass limit of 55 GeV=c2

was found for the ~�R if the neutralino mass is below 35 GeV=c2. These limits apply for
slepton masses higher than 45 GeV=c2.

Combined with the above result, the search for stau decays in the light gravitino
scenario excludes stau masses below 55 GeV=c2 irrespective of the mass of the gravitino.
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